
THE BRAIN  
IN PARKING OPERATIONS

WEBOFFICE
RUN YOUR PARKING OPERATION EASILY

  All informations gathered together in one system to quickly 
produce various reports and graphs to analyse your ticket 
sales or payment methods

  Reports tailored to your business, generated and distributed 
automatically to predefined recipients

  As a customer, you can also integrate other payment solutions 
so that you can see all your suppliers in the same system.
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How big is your parking operation?
Flowbird offers package solutions to fit your parking operation. 
We have something that fits all, from the small one meter 
operation to the complex smart cities operation.

Benefit from open system integration
  Always upgraded.

  New applications and features are launched centrally, so 
that you do not have to think about upgrades and such, and 
everything is available to you wherever you are.

  What you need. 
  Different types of packages are available. Choose the 

package that best suit your operation and upgrade later if 
necessary. Control access using predefined roles, or create 
new ones that can be tailored to your employees.

  Open to integration. 
  WebOffice is open to integration with third-party systems 

and has several APIs of which you can make use.

Security – the most important aspect of all
WebOffice is designed to prevent unauthorised access to 
sensitive information. Thanks to our patented electronic lock 
solution, it is also possible to control who should have physical 
access to the parking terminals and at what times this should 
apply.
Flowbird works continuously to ensure security and efficiency 
throughout the entire company and is certified to ISO and PCI 
and has certified EMV solutions.

What can i use WebOffice for?
The list is long, but please find some of the main functions 
listed below:

  Overview and analysis of all your transactions
 All information is gathered in one place.

  Real-time information
  All purchases that are active and ongoing, the status of your 

parking terminals, current alarms and much more.
  Terminals

  Look at your parking business using the map function or the 
list view. Group and schedule jobs using easy drag and drop 
functionality.

  Alarm handling
  As soon as a parking terminal needs something, it will let 

you know directly in WebOffice.
  Schedule functionality

  You can schedule everything; access to WebOffice, to your 
terminals, who sees what and when. You can even schedule 
your reports to be sent automatically to you or someone else 
via the email export function.

  Historical analysis
  Analyze your business; from alarms and events to terminals 

and all payments received. Group them by date, terminals, 
payment method, card type, teriff, event code, terminal 
structures, etc.

  Regulating traffic flow
  Based on statistics, you can control the future behavior of 

parkers by changing the fee structure and hence reduce 
search traffic and CO2 emission, etc.


